News
BEET
By Mat Thomas

Cell-PhoneFoodFinder
■ A handy new cell-phone application from WebDiet helps
hungry users locate healthy restaurant food options based
on their specific dietary preferences. With MealSearch,
users can choose from a variety of criteria (including vegan
and vegetarian) to see a listing of restaurants in the area
offering menu items that meet their personal needs. The
service also includes a daily meal-planning system that
keeps tabs on the users’ eating habits (as long as they
enter the information) and makes dining suggestions based
on whatever they have already consumed that day. It also
conveniently allows users to scan UPC bar codes directly
into their iPhones to get nutritional information about
particular products. WebDiet founders Wendell Brown
and Craig Gold (a vegan) plan to roll the service out to the
iPhone, Blackberry, and Nokia, with other popular mobile
devices to follow later this year. cnet.com

TheBushmeatDilemma
■ Scientists rank the commercial bushmeat trade as the most pressing threat to the survival of wild
apes, elephants, and other native African species, so why is the Centre of International Forestry Research
recommending legalization of the destructive practice? To feed a hungry population, they claim, but eminent
conservationist Richard Leakey counters that devastating wild-animal populations will only accelerate
extinction without relieving poverty. In an article for the online environmental magazine Wildlife Extra, Leakey
acknowledged that about 80 percent of people in central and western Africa now rely on bushmeat for daily
sustenance, but insisted that “Legalizing this multi-billion (dollar) trade will not help the wildlife. It will instead
exterminate what remains, species that we are working so hard to preserve.” Though protective of threatened
and endangered animals, Leakey suggests we “encourage the rearing of chickens, fish, and cane rats to alleviate
(people’s) protein deficiency” without considering a vegan solution. wildlifeextra.com

■ While Olympic athletes fought to bring home the gold from
Beijing this past August, miming minstrels from 20 countries
contended for the top prize at a far more rockin’ event in Oulu,
Finland: the 13th annual Air Guitar World Championships, which
drew a crowd of 1,000 fans and enthusiasts. The winner of this
unique international tournament is a vegetarian—San Francisco
Bay Area native Craig “Hot Lixx Hulahan” Billmeier, who earned a
nearly perfect score for his electrifying one-minute interpretation
of the Toadies’ song “Plane Crash.” Billmeier, who also recently
became the first two-time US champ on the imaginary instrument,
has been vegetarian since 1996—the same year the Air Guitar
World Championships started. Is there a connection? Well,
vegetarianism shares a non-violent philosophy in common with
the official Air Guitar Ideology, which states, “If one is holding
an air guitar, one cannot, at the same time, be holding a gun.”
airguitarworldchampionships.com
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AirGuitarHero

RedClover,
RedClover
■ The science journal Phytomedicine
reported in June that taking a red clover
supplement before eating can protect
against the adverse health effects of
consuming monosodium glutamate (the
addictive chemical otherwise known as
MSG). This ubiquitous food additive is
found in many commercially processed
foods sold in supermarkets and restaurants
because it accentuates the flavor of
whatever it is mixed with. MSG also triggers
a rush of dopamine in the body, hooking
users into a habitual pattern of glutamate
toxicity that causes brain damage. But
researchers found that a pre-meal dose of
red clover could neutralize MSG’s adverse
affects by providing phytoestrogenic
isoflavones that fit right into the human
body’s estrogen receptors, temporarily
blocking brain cell loss. Red clover can be
purchased in tea, tincture, pill, or liquidextract form, and studies have found no
significant side effects in those who use it.
naturalnews.com

100
TheVegan

■ Cyber-savvy gourmands may know about
some of the various food-themed internet
memes spreading ’round the blogosphere
these days, but for the uninitiated, these
“viral” messages generally contain
self-administered surveys purporting to
allow devotees of a particular diet to test
their culinary sophistication. Basically,
food memes are lists of must-taste foods,
and the idea is to check off those you’ve
tried, tally up your score, then embark on
a gustatory adventure to finally discover
what you’ve been missing all these years.
One notable meme now making the
online rounds is the Vegan 100, which
recommends everything from peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches and Tings to delicacies
such as Japanese umeboshi, crème brûlée,
and the tropical mangosteen fruit. A kind of
bucket list for plant-eaters, the Vegan 100 is
also intriguing enough to entice omnivores
into exploring the vast riches of the vegan
lifestyle, so check it out whatever your
persuasion. eatdrinkbetter.com
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VeganVampires
■ These days, even the undead are converting to the veg lifestyle—at least
in the world of fiction. The Twilight book series (now a major motion picture)
by Stephenie Meyer features a vampire who is derided as a “vegetarian”
because he drinks the blood of animals rather than human beings. Obviously,
killing animals for sustenance is not vegetarian, causing some fans to critique
the designation. Alternately, in the universe of True Blood, a new television
series on HBO, vampires can actually choose to be vegan by drinking Tru
Blood, a “synthetic blood nourishment beverage” designed to help them
become productive non-plasma-sucking members of mortal society. A
promotional advertising campaign for the program consisting of realistic
billboard ads and vending machines was so convincing that many people
thought Tru Blood was a bona fide beverage and tried to buy it. Alas, they
were left high and dry by this meta-marketing strategy. trubeverage.com

RevengeoftheAnimals?
■ Some scientists cite a perceived rise in animal-on-human violence in recent years as evidence
that other species are seeking vengeance against humanity for the ongoing atrocities committed
by our kind. After correlating anomalous elephant rampages with the species’ psychological
traumatization from poaching, researcher Gay Bradshaw applied her findings to animal
attacks from across the species spectrum and around the globe. “What’s happening today is
extraordinary,” she tells the British press. “Where for centuries, humans and animals lived in
relatively peaceful co-existence, there is now hostility and violence.” Vegan ethologist and author
Marc Bekoff, however, cautions that further study of this theory is needed before meaningful
conclusions can be drawn. “Revenge does seem to be a factor in some attacks,” he noted, “but
human-animal encounters are also increasing because we continue to encroach on their habitat,
so offering a general theory of global revenge at this time is premature.” The Telegraph
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Animals
■ What’s newly elected President Barack
Obama’s stance on farm-animal issues? Along
the road to the White House, one vegan activist
helped the world get a glimpse during a
town hall meeting at Gibbs High School in St.
Petersburg, Fla. After an electrifying speech,
Obama opened the floor to questions from the
audience and called on Nikki Benoit, Outreach
Coordinator of Florida Voices for Animals, who
was wearing a Vegan Outreach t-shirt. “As I was
being handed the microphone, he read my shirt
out loud—and pronounced ‘vegan’ correctly!”
she said. Benoit’s question about the ethical,
environmental, and health problems caused by
factory farming evoked cheers from spectators,
as did Obama’s response, which favored shifting
government subsidies from factory farms to
family farms and making fruit and vegetable
options more accessible. “Obama’s answer
showed he understands how destructive factory
farms really are,” Benoit said of the historic
exchange. vegan.com

O

Eldon, Wendell, Harlan, and Homer Lundberg

ne day, when Wendell Lundberg was out driving his
daughter Jessica around his rice fields, she told him something
that changed his life forever. She pointed out that the land he
was farming was originally for the birds, not for rice. That
started him thinking. So much so, that he started farming with
bird habitats in mind. Today, Jessica is the Chair of the Board.
Pretty smart kid.
Wendell and his three brothers Eldon, Harlan and Homer have
been growing rice sustainably in Richvale, California since they
were kids. Their father, Albert Lundberg, taught them a simple
lesson: leave the land better than when you first arrived.
Since 1937, the Lundberg family has been farming delicious
rice while respecting and sustaining the earth. Today, the third
generation carries on the family
heritage. We continue to use
eco-positive farming methods that
produce wholesome, healthful
rice products, while protecting
and improving the environment
for future generations.

For more of the story go to www.lundberg.com.
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Vegetarian
■ Israeli foreign minister Tzipi Livni is poised
to become her country’s first-ever vegetarian
prime minister, as well as the first woman
to hold the office since Golda Meir in 1974.
Livni, a self-described animal lover who
doesn’t eat meat for ethical reasons, is the
head of Israel’s Kadima party. Founded by her
mentor, former prime minister Ariel Sharon,
the Kadima party advocates the withdrawal
of Israeli settlements from both the Gaza
Strip and West Bank, and the formation of a
separate Palestinian state as the solution to
generations of deadly violence in the region.
Livni is a lawyer and former spy for the Secret
Service who, at the age of 50, is considered
relatively young and untested for a world
leader, yet many believe she represents a
new way of approaching conflict resolution.
Perhaps her peaceable vegetarian diet and
compassion for others will help her facilitate
an agreement that satisfies both nations. The
New York Times
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“Vegan”
Police

■ The Federal Bureau of Investigation sure
seems to take dietary profiling seriously. As
VN reported in March 2008, the FBI secretly
analyzed San Francisco Bay Area grocery
sales between 2005 and 2006 in hopes of
identifying potential terrorists by targeting
those who like Middle Eastern food. More
recently, the FBI allegedly tried to recruit
informants to infiltrate vegan potlucks in
Minneapolis-St. Paul before the Republican
National Convention to surreptitiously
monitor activists planning to disrupt the
event. The idea was that these hired moles
would cozy up to protest organizers,
get information about their upcoming
activities, and report back to FBI agents.
The program was conducted under the FBI’s
Joint Terrorism Task Force, whose mission
(according to the Minneapolis division’s
website) is to “investigate terrorist acts
carried out by groups or organizations which
fall within the definition of terrorist groups
as set forth in the current United States
Attorney General Guidelines.” envirolink.org

Lifetime

Achievement
■ Congratulations to animal activist
extraordinaire Paul Shapiro, who, at age
29, recently became the youngest person
ever elected to the US Animal Rights Hall of
Fame. Inducted at the Animal Rights 2008
National Conference in Washington, DC,
Shapiro began his career as an organizer
in 1995 by founding a high-school club
called Compassion Over Killing, which soon
grew into a pioneering grassroots group
that made national news with videos of
undercover factory-farm investigations. A
decade later, Shapiro signed on as the first
director of Factory Farm Campaigns for the
Humane Society of the United States. He is
also the first to win three of the four awards
proffered by the venerable AR conference:
Young Activist, Grassroots Activist, and now
Hall of Fame inauguration. “I am honored by
this award,” Shapiro says, “because to me it
symbolizes an increasing recognition of farm
animals’ importance and the need to win
tangible advances for them.”
arconference.org
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Accessorize
Me!

press
PASS

Get the
scoop.
Check out the afterhours adventures
of VegNews editors.
From exclusive media
events to restaurant
openings to exotic
getaways, you heard
it first on Press Pass.

Posts include:
Dinner in Beijing
Chicago comfort food
High-end Napa escape
NYC special report
Los Angeles hotspots
Vegan music festival
Lasagna night
Awards banquet
Green fashion show
Seattle food tour
Art opening
Venice Beach brunch
Laotian vacation

Check it out today!
vegnewspresspass.
blogspot.com
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ABeatle

&TheNuge
■ In some ways, Paul McCartney and Ted
Nugent are the ultimate musical odd couple:
one is a vegetarian rock icon who co-founded
one of the most influential pop bands in
history, while the other is an avidly carnivorous
hunter whose grating guitar riffs created hits
like “Cat Scratch Fever” in the 1970s. Nugent
has also earned a reputation for blasting
vegans and animal-rights activists with rapidfire insults, but he recently stepped up with an
offer to act as McCartney’s bodyguard when
the 66-year-old former Beatle performed a
concert in Israel that prompted death threats
from radical Islamic jihadists. As Nugent said
on WENN Radio, “It would be my pleasure to
keep this legendary musical hero safe from
terrorists and madmen, and then buy him a
nice dinner of tofu.” Perhaps wanting to avoid
publicity that could trigger an international
incident, McCartney declined the Nuge’s offer
of armed protection, and performed his gig
without incident. Guardian UK

■ Animal-friendly fashionistas may be
dismayed to learn that worldwide fur
clothing sales jumped 11 percent in 2007,
but there is also reason for hope in a
counter-trend showing a marked rise in
faux-fur selections on the racks. Famous
fashion designers such as Stella McCartney,
Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren, Tommy Hilfiger,
Marc Bouwer, and Sheila Frank are among
those who have formally committed to a nofur policy for their collections, and some are
offering stylish synthetic-fur options. Taking
compassionate fashion to the next level, the
Humane Society of the United States even
sponsored designer Charlotte Ronson’s
show last spring, with models wearing “No
Fur” buttons as they sauntered down the
runway. Yet shoppers should be forewarned
that many of these items are exorbitantly
expensive because of the designer brand
names attached to them. However,
recognizing market opportunity, some are
now offering mid-range faux-fur accessories
to meet increasing demand. Forbes
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Freedom
■ In the last issue of VN, we reported that 10
prominent leaders of the animal protection
movement in Austria had been arrested and
charged, without any evidence, of heading
up a vast “criminal organization” that has
perpetrated every animal-rights-related
crime in the country over the last 11 years.
After 104 days of incarceration—during
which animal advocates around the world
protested outside Austrian embassies, and
Austrian activists demonstrated daily at the
jails where prisoners were being held—all of
the suspects were finally released. Dr. Martin
Balluch, president of the group Verein Gegen
Tierfabriken (The Association Against Animal
Factories), notes the irony that activists “have
the right to free speech and to protest and to
associate freely. But those freedoms end when
they are used to effectively change society.”
The Green Party recently nominated Balluch
as a candidate in the next Parliamentary
elections. vgt.at/index_en.php
Mat Thomas pens News Beet in every issue

of VegNews. Send him your story leads at
mthomas@vegnews.com.

Soy Free

Introducing Rice Vegan Slices.
Smooth melt. Great taste. Soy and casein free.
Found in natural foods stores.

$100 off coupon, visit

galaxyfoods.com/vegnews
A Galaxy of Smart Food Choices™
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